DATA SHEET

Dedicated Internet
Access (DIA)
Flexible Bandwidth. SLA-backed.
Nationwide.

BUSINESSES DEPEND ON THE INTERNET,
BUT ONE SIZE DOESN’T FIT ALL.

The Fusion Advantage
Complete Service Portfolio

At Fusion, we provide a complete set of Dedicated Internet Access (DIA) products allowing
for nationwide coverage, flexible and scalable bandwidth, and industry-leading Service
Level Agreements (SLAs). We will customize a package tailored to suit your specific
business needs. Our DIA solutions include DSL, T1, DS3, OC-X, and Metro Ethernet.

Reduce the time, cost and
complexity of managing
multiple providers and bills.

Reduced Costs
With DIA, you can pick from a broad selection of access technologies and in many cases,
multiple service options serving any or all of your business locations. Select the most
cost-competitive and save over traditional, single network providers.

Expansive Network Coverage

More than Internet Access
DIA is used for much more than just an onramp to the World Wide Web. It’s a crucial tool
for data connectivity between business locations, with partners and customers. With
Voice over IP (VoIP) services such as Fusion’s Cloud Communications, you can transform
your Internet connection into a flexible, cost effective voice and data pipe that can handle
every aspect of your communications needs.
Ready for Tomorrow
Add services, augment your bandwidth, and build an IP-VPN as your business evolves.
Reserve a dedicated IP block for future needs. What’s more, bundle DIA with Fusion
Cloud Communications and we’ll take your business to productivity levels you couldn’t
have imagined yesterday.

fusionconnect.com | 888.301.1721

Affordable and reliable
dedicated connectivity, available
nationwide.
One Provider. One Point of
Contact.
Fusion alleviates complex
challenges associated with
managing multi-vendor
environments.
Experienced Customer Support
Our knowledgable, U.S.-based
technical experts are available
to assist you 24/7.
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AFFORDABLE AND RELIABLE INTERNET CONNECTIVITY IN MANY SPEEDS
AND ACCESS TECHNOLOGIES
DSL
DSL is an affordable, high-speed, “always on” Internet connection. It provides digital data transmission over the ubiquitous
telephone network. Current DSL offerings include: ADSL, SDSL and IDSL, leveraging existing traditional telephone lines to
achieve highspeed Internet access affordably.
DS3
Fusion’s high-level DS3 product is ideal for mid to large-size enterprise businesses that have high bandwidth demands on
their network and demand carrier-grade SLAs. With a capacity of up to 28 T1s, our solution provides upload and download
speeds up to 45 Mbps.
T1
T1 service offers reliable, cost-effective Internet access with guaranteed bandwidth. T1s provide a dependable, 1.544 mbps
of throughput. Fusion’s T1 service is provided over a dedicated, non-fractional circuit. Upgrades are quick and easy. We allow
your company the flexibility to increase your bandwidth as your business grows.
Optical / SONET (OCX)
Fusion provides enterprise-grade SONET connectivity. SONET broadband is an ideal solution to support the most demanding
SLA requirements of any business organization. Fusion’s SONET products range from OC-3 (with speeds up to 155 Mbps) to
OC-192 (with speeds up to 10 Gbps). These lines connect to our carrier partners’ fiber infrastructure to provide a complete
redundant, self-healing delivery solution.
Bonded T1
Fusion uses various technologies to bond up to eight T1s to form one logical channel. Increased bandwidth becomes
available by automatically load-balancing traffic over multiple T1 links. We offer speeds from 2xDS1 (3 Mbps) up to 8xDS1
(12 Mbps). Fusion’s solution can uniquely bond T1s from multiple carriers, offering you a sound, efficient and cost-effective
way to guarantee Internet uptime.
Metro-Ethernet
Our Ethernet connectivity solutions provide high-capacity access to the Internet over our IP Network. Fusion’s Ethernet
solutions offer customers greater bandwidth speeds and flexibility at a lower cost without the need for expensive customer
premise equipment (CPE). Customers have a variety of commitment speeds and interface types to choose from as well as the
ability to burst to the full committed port speed. Fusion delivers Ethernet connectivity with speeds ranging from 3 Mbps to 10
Gbps.
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